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  1. What do participants in rock climbing do?

Climb up, down or across rocks

Build mountains

Live in mountains

2. What is the main goal of rock climbing?

To reach the summit of a rock formation

To spend more days living on a rock

To jump of the rock

3. Which of the following is not a type of climbing?

Lead

Mixed

Aid

4. What is a free solo?

A climbing tool

A name of an athlete

A type of climbing

5. Who did the solo first ascent of the Naples Needle?

Pierre Allain

Vitaly Abalakov
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Walter Parry Haskett Smith

6. Who did the first Italian ascent of Eiger north face?

John Bachar

Pat Ament

Armando Aste

7. Who was not a British rock climber?

Dave MacLeod

Rudolf Fehrmann

Walter Parry Haskett Smith

8. Which of these does not belongs to "the golden age of alpinism"?

Horace Walker

Oliver Perry-Smith

Charles Hudson

9. Who did produce first soft-soled climbing shoe?

Warren Harding

John Salathe

Pierre Allain

10. What is deep water soloing?

A solo rock climbing relying on waters

An underwater rock climbing

Neither of them
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Rock Climbing Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What do participants in rock climbing do?
  Climb up, down or across rocks
  2. What is the main goal of rock climbing?
  To reach the summit of a rock formation
  3. Which of the following is not a type of climbing?
  Mixed
  4. What is a free solo?
  A type of climbing
  5. Who did the solo first ascent of the Naples Needle?
  Walter Parry Haskett Smith
  6. Who did the first Italian ascent of Eiger north face?
  Armando Aste
  7. Who was not a British rock climber?
  Rudolf Fehrmann
  8. Which of these does not belongs to "the golden age of alpinism"?
  Oliver Perry-Smith
  9. Who did produce first soft-soled climbing shoe?
  Pierre Allain
  10. What is deep water soloing?
  A solo rock climbing relying on waters
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